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1. Introduction

Visual stimulation via mirror images has been examined among various animals,

including fish, birds, rodents, monkeys, and great apes. Most of these species demonstrate

social or aggressive behavior toward mirrors. Although mice have poor vision and

predominantly use olfaction to gather information from the surrounding environment,

visual stimulation through mirrors appears to be effective also in this species. Research

investigating the effects of mirror exposure in mice found that the presence of mirrors has

similar effects to the presence of cagemates. Restraint in a small holder induces hyperthermia

(stress-induce hyperthermia: SIH) in mice but a restrained mouse surrounded by similarly

restrained cage mates shows less SIH (Watanabe, 2015). A restrained mouse surrounded

by mirrors instead of the cage mates also shows reduced SIH, suggesting that the images

reflected by the mirrors are a substitute for conspecifics (Watanabe, 2016). However, there

is mixed evidence on the effect of mirrors on mice. In a study on chronic mirror-image

stimulation, Fuss et al. (2013) found that a mirror placed for 5 weeks in the cage of single-

housed mice had no effect on anxiety and depression-like behaviors. Nevertheless, the

presence of the mirror increased exploratory behavior, enhancing both rearing in the novel

cage exploration test and head-dipping in the hole-board test. Conversely, pharmacological

studies have used mirrors to induce anxiety in mice.

This suggests that mirrors have contrasting effects on mice. In the present article, we will

examine mirror-based rodent behavioral tests and compare their individual characteristics

to understand the effect of mirrors on mice. Moreover, we will describe under which

conditions mirrors could be used as rewards. Indeed, mirror-based behavioral tests would

be particularly useful for behavioral neuroscience research. Since the mirror reward does not

require previous starvation or water deprivation, it would be an animal-friendly alternative

to classical appetitively motivated learning tests employing food or water as reward.

Refinement of current behavioral tests is important both to maximize animal welfare and

to reduce stress-associated variability, hence improving reproducibility of scientific results

(d’Isa and Gerlai, 2023).

2. Mirror chamber test to examine anxiety in mice

2.1. Design of a mirror chamber test

Various methods have been employed to measure anxiety in rodents, including

the elevated plus maze, the light-dark box test, the conflict test and the social defeat

test (see Belzung and Griebel, 2001; Parle et al., 2010). As a method alternative

to the elevated plus-maze test, Toubas et al. (1990) invented the mirror chamber

test, which consisted of a mirrored cube, open on one side, that was placed in a

square Plexiglas box (Figure 1A). This cube (30 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm) was constructed

from five pieces of mirrored glass (three side panes, a top pane, and a floor
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pane) with a single open side. The mirror chamber was placed

in a container box (40 cm × 40 cm × 30.5 cm). A sixth mirror

was placed on the container wall and positioned such that it

faced the single open side of the mirrored chamber. The container

thus formed a 5 cm corridor surrounding the mirrored chamber.

Mice (Balb/c) were placed in the corner of the corridor and

allowed to move around the container for 30min. Latency to

enter the mirrored chamber was used as an index of anxiety.

The authors injected the mice with different doses of diazepam,

a known anxiolytic, and found that the latency decreased in a

dose-dependent manner. This evidence indicates that the mirror

chamber test is an effective tool in pharmacological studies. The

authors claimed that the method was simple, non-punishing, rapid,

and quantitative.

2.2. Behavioral indexes of anxiety

Alongside latency measures of anxiety, other methods included

measuring the number of entries into the mirrored chamber and

the total time spent in the mirrored chamber (Reddy and Kulkarni,

1997; Paterson et al., 2010). Toubas et al. (1990) measured the

number of animals that exhibited a latency longer than 200s.

Kliethermes et al. (2003) employed a modified mirror chamber

without a ceiling, placed mice inside the chamber as start position,

and used voluntary re-entry time (defined as the total time spent in

the mirror chamber minus the initial latency to exit the chamber).

These studies reported agreement between conventional latency

measurements and alternative indices.

2.3. Control conditions

Various control conditions have been employed in mirror

studies. For example, Toubas et al. (1990) used an inverted

mirror chamber, where the corridors had mirrors (instead of the

chamber) and found a significant difference in mean latencies

between entering the mirror chamber (1039s) and the inverted

mirror chamber (14s). The short latency in entering the inverted

mirror chamber may reflect an avoidance of mirrored corridors.

Similar findings were obtained by Lamberty (1998), who compared

the latency between three chambers: a mirror chamber, a white

chamber, and a gray chamber. Balb/c and DBA mice avoided these

FIGURE 1

Apparatus of mirror experiments. (A) Toubas et al. (1990), (B) Watanabe (2016), (C) Ueno et al. (2020). Blue lines represent mirrors.

three chambers, while C57BL/6 mice spent a longer time in the

gray chamber than in the white and mirror chambers. The author

suggested that brightness may explain the avoidance of mirror

and white chambers. In this case, the avoidance of mirrors would

not derive from aversion toward the images of the mirror, but

rather from aversion toward the strong light reflected by the mirror,

related to mice’s natural photophobia.

3. Mirror preference test

In a two-choice test of mirror preference (Sherwin, 2004),

C57BL/6 mice were placed in an apparatus comprising two cages

connected by a tunnel. They occupied the mirror cage 47.6% of the

time demonstrating no significant differences between preferences

for mirror and non-mirror conditions. Similarly, in a study of

mirror preference, Fuss et al. (2013) observed for 5min how

much time C57BL/6 mice spent in the chambers. Consistent with

Sherwin’s (2004) findings, mice did not demonstrate any preference

or aversion to the mirrors. More recent studies innovated the

mirror preference test by using two successive tests rather than

simultaneous choices of preference. For example, Ueno et al. (2020)

used an apparatus that was divided into two areas (Figure 1B). After

overnight exposure to a mirror in their home cages, the researchers

measured time spent by C57BL/6 mice in the central empty area

and in board areas for 20min. Subsequently, the mirror was placed

in the board area and the time spent in each area was measured

again, thus examining mirror preference using two successive tests.

The mice spent approximately the same amount of time in areas

with and without the mirror, demonstrating a consistent lack of

preference for, or avoidance of, mirrors.

Using a similar two-choice place-preference experiment design,

Yakura et al. (2018) tested rats’ preferences for mirrors. They

utilized an elaborate apparatus with an empty chamber on one end

and amirror, a video-recorded image of a rat, or a still image of a rat

at the opposite end (Yakura et al., 2018). The rats spent significantly

more time in the mirror chamber and video-recorded image

chamber than in their respective empty chambers. Analogously,

Watanabe (2016) used a two-choice place preference apparatus

(Figure 1C) to test how much time C57BL/6 mice spent in the

mirror compartment vs. the compartment with an opaque screen,

when they were observed for 10min. Notably, 17 of the 24 mice

demonstrated significant preferences for the mirror, contradicting

the findings of Sherwin (2004) and Ueno et al. (2020).
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There are several procedural differences between these studies

and Watanabe’s (2016) study. Firstly, Sherwin (2004) repeatedly

measured preferences every 10min for 24 h, while Ueno et al.

(2020) compared mirror and non-mirror preferences by using

successive tests. Secondly, the illumination used by Watanabe

(2016) was relatively low (11.0 lux). Unfortunately, the luminance

of the apparatus in other experiments is not known. However,

mice are naturally photophobic (i.e., they are averse to bright light)

and this aversion may have masked a possible mirror preference.

Another confound in the studies by Sherwin (2004) and Ueno et al.

(2020) is that mirrors tend to appear much brighter than control

objects in well-lit environments due to their reflective nature. This

could have elicited an aversion to the mirrors, masking the mice’s

preference for them.

4. Mirrors vs. live animals

Watanabe (2016) also demonstrated that mice preferred

mirrors over unfamiliar live mice, but not over familiar live

mice (cage mates). Their aversion to unfamiliar mice, and similar

preferences for mirrors and cage mates contrasts with the findings

of Ueno et al. (2020). In this simultaneous presentation test

with a mirror and a stranger (enclosed in a transparent cage),

mice showed a preference for the stranger, demonstrating that

they were able to discriminate between unfamiliar conspecifics

and mirrors. It is important to note that in this experiment, the

stranger mice were placed in transparent cages endowed with

holes that were 1 cm in diameter. This allowed visual, tactile

and olfactory stimulation. Nose contact and sniffing may have

driven the preference for chambers with unfamiliar conspecifics.

Since olfaction is a primary sense in mice, olfactory curiosity

may be a stronger motivator than visual curiosity. This behavior

has been observed in another study that employed a perforated

partition to separate an unfamiliar conspecific from subject mice.

The mice displayed approach behavior and spent longer time in

its proximity (Harda et al., 2022). Conversely, Watanabe (2016)

separated the subject mice via a transparent partition without

holes, which excluded the possibility of proximal investigation

through nose contact and sniffing of the unfamiliar conspecific. By

removing the possibility of physical contact and confounds arising

from olfaction, and focusing on visual stimulation, the method of

Watanabe (2016) allowed to evaluate more accurately the ability

of the subject mice to discriminate between the visual appearance

of an unfamiliar conspecific and the visual image reflected in the

mirror. Thus, this paradigm provides a less biased comparison

between the effects of mirrors and unfamiliar conspecific exposure.

5. What is measured in the mirror
chamber test?

In the mirror chamber test, mice avoided the mirror chamber,

suggesting that the presence of the mirror had an anxiogenic effect.

However, it is important to carefully assess and distinguish the

causes of this anxiety. For instance, there is evidence that mirror

placement could be crucial. Watanabe (2016) placed mirrors only

on the side walls of the chamber, reflecting natural and realistic

images of conspecifics, and this had an anti-stress effect on mice.

In contrast, in the mirror chamber test mirrors were placed on

the side wall, the floor and the ceiling. Mirrors placed in these

positions reflect unusual and unnatural images of conspecifics,

which may induce anxiety in mice. Another critical confounding

factor in the mirror chamber test is the narrow corridor around the

mirror chamber. Mice display a tendency known as thigmotaxis,

or wall-hugging, which is a preference for narrow spaces. They

have an aversion to open spaces and prefer to stay close to lateral

barriers. The behavior of mice in the mirror chamber test is the

summation of two factors: first, the effect of being exposed for

the first time to unnatural images of conspecifics; second, aversion

for open spaces and consequent thigmotaxis. Moreover, as the

measurement of mirror preference (or aversion) is sensitive to

procedural details, such as behavioral adaptation to themirror, time

of testing, and lighting conditions, these methodological details

should be standardized for pharmacological testing. In addition

to the procedural differences, difference in strain of experimental

subjects also affects the results.

Importantly, under unbiased conditions, where these

confounds are controlled by employing equally sized and shaped

chambers, natural reflected images and low luminosity, mirrors

appear to be rewarding for mice and have a positive effect on their

affective state.

6. Mirrors as rewards

The reward value of a stimulus (i.e., its effectiveness as a

conditioning stimulus) can be evaluated through a two-choice

preference test. Research demonstrated that bright lights and

unnatural reflected images are anxiogenic factors that can produce

bias in the preference test and hence should be avoided. However,

under unbiased conditions (natural reflected images and low

luminosity), mirrors appear to be rewarding for mice, that

show a clear preference for mirrors over opaque control objects

(Watanabe, 2016). Additionally, mirrors showed an anti-stress

effect on mice, as revealed by non-invasive infrared thermography

assessment of stress-induced hyperthermia (Watanabe, 2016).

Considering these results, it is possible that mirrors might be

effective reinforcers in conditioning paradigms. Conditioning

can be of two types. Respondent (classical or Pavlovian)

conditioning features the establishment of an association between

two stimuli (conditioned and unconditioned stimuli), whereas

operant (instrumental or Skinnerian) conditioning features a

contingency of three events, stimulus (discriminative stimulus),

behavior (operant) and a reinforcer (d’Isa et al., 2011). Respondent

conditioning can be assessed through the conditioned place

preference (CPP) test (Tzschentke, 2007) and the conditioned

place aversion (CPA) test (Schechter and Meechan, 1994). CPP

and CPA have been used mostly in pharmacological studies but

aversive state without drug injection has also been employed, for

example, water-flood induced CPA in mice (Goltseker and Barak,

2018). To test the potential of mirrors as a reward in respondent

conditioning, mice could be trained in a CPP apparatus with two

chambers: on one side, a chamber with a vertically-striped wall

facing a wall with attached a flat opaque object; on the other side, a

chamber with a horizontally-striped wall facing a wall with attached

a flat mirrored object (equal in size to the opaque object). The

experimental subject is allowed to stay in one chamber on day
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one and in the other chamber on day two. After repeating this

conditioning procedure, the subject will undergo a test. In the test

session, the two objects should be removed, along with the partition

separating the two chambers, and mice will be allowed to move

freely across the chambers. Preference between the vertically striped

and horizontally striped chambers will provide an index of the

rewarding value of the mirror. Indeed, non-pharmacological place

conditioning procedures are particularly useful, since the drugs

commonly used in the ordinal pharmacological CPP can interfere

with memory and learning (Goltseker and Barak, 2018).

On the other hand, the reinforcing value of a mirror in operant

conditioning can be assessed by measuring, for example, lever

pressing to access a mirror. The strength of its reinforcing value

should be measured by a progressive ratio schedule in which the

number of responses required to receive reinforcement is gradually

increased until the subject stops responding.

Mirror-based tests could become a new class of animal-

friendly learning tests. Indeed, mirrors could be employed

as animal-friendly reinforcers to study learning and memory

processes. Investigation of mirror-induced conditioning could

lead to the development of new behavioral tests that do not

require punishment or prior stressful conditions, such as food or

water deprivation.
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